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Supreme Student Government is the highest governing body among other organization and club in the school. They are authorized to conduct and implement projects, programs and activities for the student welfare and betterment of school.

The Supreme Student Government delivers the groundwork for good governance, volunteerism, unity, and collaboration that will develop leadership skills and influence or inspire the student to be vigilant and active citizen in their respective community later to the country.

This pandemic made the government mandated lockdown has created difficulties for all aspects in life especially in school academics and extra-curricular activities. In that case, it limits the student council to provide services to the student, school and community,

Despite the challenges, many clubs and organizations are continuing to function their duties and responsibilities and making sure that they continue to work its primarily purpose stipulated in constitution and Bylaws and promote/incorporate the DepEd core values in every project being implemented, as everything must now take place virtually.

The Supreme Student Government utilized different digital platforms that are available to them such as messenger, Facebook, and discord to communicate and connect with their co-student leaders for meeting, planning, and making of different documents. They used also these social media site to propose the said project to the school heads and to allows them to disseminate the information to fellow students.
Moreover, the Supreme Student Government Projects and Activities is also conducted and implemented virtually. They create Facebook page on posting and sharing updates and announcements. They also used zoom and google meet to execute their activities like quiz bee, webinars and the like as we embrace the new normal set up in delivering project to the students.

Doing everything from a distance can be difficult, and it’s a challenge, so it requires the student to lead by heart, serve its purpose and inspire others to accomplish the goals and enable to provide programs and projects that is relevant, suitable and beneficial to all students and school.
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